
 

LNMIIT DIP Winter Workshop – 2011.   17th , 19th, 20th Dec, 2011 

Image Segmentation 

Note: Please get comfortable with morphology before you start this assignment. Make sure 

you have functions for erosion, dilation, opening closing etc. Also look at the CCA 

(connected components analysis) code which is provided. Use all these techniques for post 

processing in these problems to improve upon your results.  

 

1) Use images “86016.jpg” and “tree”. Try to segment objects using the following 

 i) Simple thresholding 

 ii) Adaptive thresholding. Otsu’s threshold. Also have a look at the otsu’s threshold 

and the histogram of image.  

 iii) Apply intensity transforms and then threshold. Adjust intensity from 

http://pixlr.com/editor/ in addition to the intensity transforms you have learnt. The option to adjust 

curves can be found under the menu : Adjustment->Curves 

 

2) Convert to HSV color space using in-built functions. Visualize individual bands. Do similar 

experiments you performed with RGB in the first lab. 

 

3) Threshold the H-channel for segmentation of objects. Use images “Mumbai”, “paris” 

“veggies”. Try to get rid of small blobs by morphological operations. Use f_binaryOverlay() in 

matlab to visualize results. This code is provided in the kit. 

 Overlay = f_binaryOverlay( im, mask ); 

 

4) Perform segmentation with LoG (Laplacian of Gaussian) filters as suggested in the class 

today. Overlay the results with f_binaryOverlay(). 

 

5) Implement K-Means clustering for data-points. Generalize it for applying to images as 

suggested in the class today.  

 

6) Implement template matching. Test it on the faces dataset.  

 

 

 

 

http://pixlr.com/editor/
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Machine Learning 

 

7) Create your own binary images (with paint for example). Create these binary shapes in 

the form of leaves. Implement functions to extract shape features like : area(), perimeter(), 

maxWidth(), maxHeight(), compactness().  

 

8) Implement K-NN classifier. Test it on the Mango-Banyan tree leaf dataset. Data for 20 

mango and 20 banyan leaves are provided. Use 5 from each for testing and use the rest for 

training.  

 Data is provided in mat files. You can load .mat files in matlab using the function 

load(‘file_name.mat’). Mango.mat contains width & height for mango leaves. Banyan.dat 

contains width & height for banyan leaves.  

 Also see, how good your classifier is based on the confusion matrix, accuracy etc.  

 

9) Repeat above question with SVM (Support vector machines). Use the svm_learn() and 

svm_classify() which are provided for this task.  

 

 


